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We study supersymmetric domain walls onS1 /Z2 orbifolds. The supergravity so-
lutions in the bulk are given by the attractor equation associated with Calabi–Yau
~CY! spaces and have a naked space–time singularity at someuysu. We are looking
for possibilities to cut off this singularity with the second wall by a stringy mecha-
nism. We use the collapse of the CY cycle atuycu which happens before and at a
finite distance from the space–time singularity. In our example with three Ka¨hler
moduli the second wall is at the end of the moduli space atuycu where also the
enhancement of SU~2! gauge symmetry takes place so thatuyeu5uycu,uysu. The
physics of the excision of a naked singularity via the enhanc¸on in the context of
domain wall has an interpretation on the heterotic side related toR→1/R duality.
The position of the enhanc¸on is given by the equationR(uyeu)51. © 2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1373424#

The supersymmetric domain wall solutions ofD55, N52, U~1! gauged supergravity1 with
brane sources onS1/Z2 orbifolds have been described recently in Ref. 2. It has been obse
there that in the context of Calabi–Yau~CY! compactifications the collapse of CY cycles may p
some restrictions on the distance between the walls.3,4 In this article we will study this type of
domain wall both forD55, N52, U~1! gauged supergravity1 ~GST model! and for Calabi–Yau
compactifications of 11-D supergravity with fluxes turned on. The latter is the five-dimens
heterotic M-theory5,6 obtained by a reduction on a CY threefold of Horava–Witten M-theory7 on
S1/Z2 ~HW model!. The explicit form of the solution with general dependence on the ve
multiplets is obtained for both models by solving the generalized attractor equation.8–11 Since the
domain wall solutions2,6 of the two models behave very similarly, we will discuss them in para

The purpose of this article is to find a possibility to remove the space–time singularity o
domain wall solution via some particular property of the CY space. Specifically we would lik
find a situation when the collapse of the CY cycle atuycu happens closer to the first wall which
at y50 and at a finite distance from the space–time singularityuysu, so that

uycu,uysu. ~1!

In the case of excision of repulson singularities by the enhanc¸on mechanism,12 the distance
between the repulson and enhanc¸on is finite. The hope, therefore, is that also for some dom
walls the analogous situation may be possible, particularly if enhancement of gauge symm
somehow involved. The finite distance between the naked singularity of the supergravity so
and the position of the collapse of the CY cycle may allow us to use the physics of string t
already at the end of the moduli space which in this case excludes the singularity of the g
relativity as unphysical. The generic interest in such a mechanism is supported by some inte
30710022-2488/2001/42(7)/3071/11/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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recent investigations of the brane world scenarios13 where the naked singularities may be pres
in solutions of the Einstein equations and need to be removed by a natural stringy-type m
nism.

Our walls are supersymmetric everywhere, including the position of the branes,2 therefore
they do not directly address the problems of the models in Ref. 13. But due to supersymm
our model the matching conditions for the solutions are satisfied automatically on both wall
have more control over the situation and may clearly indicate conditions when a natural m
nism of stringy excision of singularities is available.

We have found that in most cases the singularities of the CY space tend to coincide w
space–time singularity of the domain wall solutions, i.e.,

uycu5uysu. ~2!

Only in some special cases we will find the singularities in space–time and CY space at
finite distance in they direction from each other as in Eq.~1!. Within the classification of the
possible behavior of the CY manifold at the boundary of the Ka¨hler cone9,14 we consider the
special case when a complex divisorD is collapsing to a curveE of A1 singularities, so that there
is an SU~2! enhancement of gauge symmetry at the boundary. The positionuycu where the cycle
collapses therefore corresponds to the positionuyeu of the enhanc¸on. We will find examples where

uycu5uyeu,uysu. ~3!

Domain wall solutions of the two models have a metric of the form15

ds25a2~y!dxmdxnhmn1a2g~y!dy2, ~4!

whereg522 is the GST model andg54 is the HW model.16 In both cases the functiona(y) and
the scalar fields are determined in terms of harmonic functions through generalized at
equations9,10 which require that the rescaled variablesh̃I[a(y)hI have to satisfy

CIJKh̃Jh̃k5HI~y!, ~5!

whereHI(y) are harmonic functions. Then the physical scalars are given by either solvin
hypersurface constraint or by using the the ratiosh̃x/h̃0 and the metric is determined by

a3~y!5CIJKh̃I h̃Jh̃K5h̃IHI . ~6!

In the HW model one additional scalar enters nontrivially into the solution. This scalar is
overall volumeV, or ‘‘breathing mode’’ of the Calabi–Yau space. Since there is no solution w
constantV, there are no anti-de Sitter~AdS! vacua in the HW case in contrast to domain walls
5-D supergravity.2 For our purpose it is important thatV is uniquely determined by the vecto
multiplet scalars. In fact,V is just some power ofa, and therefore a rational function of th
harmonic functions:

V5a65~CIJKh̃I h̃Jh̃K!2. ~7!

As a consequence the flow through moduli space is the same as in the GST model. T
models differ in the precise form of the space–time metric and by the fact thata6 in the HW case
is the volume of the internal space.

Following Ref. 2 we consider a setup where the fifth direction is aS1/Z2 orbifold with
three-branes at the fixed pointsy50 andy5 ỹ, which act as sources for the harmonic function

]y
2HI522gqI@d~y!2d~y2 ỹ!#, HI5cI22gqI uyu. ~8!
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Concerning space–time singularities both models behave very similarly. Components of cur
tensors become singular if eithera50 or if its derivatives diverge. The corresponding Ricci sca
is

R524a2222g
„~322g!~a8!212aa9…. ~9!

To find explicit domain wall solutions we consider some CY spaces with three Ka¨hler moduli17,18

for which the relevant prepotential was identified in 5-D supergravity and the attractor equ
have been solved. Many of such solutions are displayed and analyzed in Refs. 9 and 11
extended Ka¨hler cone of a CY which is an elliptic fibration over the Hirzebruch surfaceF1 . The
extended Ka¨hler cone consists of two Ka¨hler cones related by a flop transition.19 We will refer to
the two CY compactifications as model III and model II, respectively. Model I forms a partic
boundary of the moduli space of the model II. The moduli space of model III has a boun
where SU~2! enhancement occurs in the way described above. Moreover, the metric on the m
space is finite at this boundary. As explained in Refs. 17 and 18, the region III CY is related t
other CY spaces by deformation of the base of the elliptic fibration into the Hirzebruch sur
F0 andF2 , respectively. These models likewise have a boundary with SU~2! enhancement, and
the physics close to the boundary is completely isomorphic to the one of the region IIIF1 model.
Though we will discuss the region III model for definiteness, our results will be automati
valid for these models as well. The M-theory compactifications on the elliptically fibered
spaces with basesF0 , F1 , F2 have a dual description by compactifications of theE83E8 het-
erotic string onK33S1 with instanton numbers~12, 12!, ~13, 11!, ~14, 10!, respectively. To be
precise this duality is known to be valid in the absence ofG-flux inside the M-theory CY. We will
later use the heterotic picture to describe the SU~2! enhancement in a simple way, assuming th
the duality is still valid in presence ofG-flux. Since switching onG-flux does not interfere with the
mechanism underlying gauge symmetry enhancement this is a reasonable assumption.

Let us return to the M-theory compactification on the CY with baseF1 . The boundaries of the
extended Ka¨hler cone are defined by the collapse of some cycles to zero volume. The w
picture is shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 9. Some of the boundaries have a vanishing metric of the m
space, some have an infinite metric. Equations of motion relate the space–time curvatureR with
expressions which depend on moduli space metric,gxy(f

x)8(fy)8a22g, as well as with expres-
sions depending on the inverse moduli space metric,W,xg

xyW,y . This indicates that it is likely
that the space–time curvature is infinite if the moduli space metricgxy or its inversegxy are
infinite.20 We have studied several cases explicitly and found that they indeed have coin
singularities of the space–time and the moduli space.

We proceed therefore directly with the domain walls of the model III, which has a boun
with finite metric. The classical prepotential for this model was derived in Ref. 18. In terms o
variables adapted to the Ka¨hler cone, the prepotential is

V5 4
3 ~h1!31 3

2 ~h1!2h21 1
2 h1~h2!21~h1!2h31h1h2h351, ~10!

and the Ka¨hler cone is simplyhI.0. In the new variables

h15U, h25T2 1
2 U2W, h35W2U, ~11!

the prepotential becomes

V5 5
24 U31 1

2 UT22 1
2 UW21 1

2 U2W51. ~12!

The Kähler cone isW.U.0 andT.W11/2U. There are three boundaries when either ofhI

vanishes:~i! U50⇔h150: here the metric of moduli space becomes singular,~ii ! T5W
1U/2⇔h250: the metric of moduli space is regular and one has non-Abelian gauge sym
enhancement; and~iii ! W5U⇔h350: there is a flop transition, and again the metric is regu
We can solve~12! for T:T5A(2/U)(125U3/242U2W/21UW2/2) and keep as independe
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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scalarsfx5(U,W). By looking at the resulting moduli space metricgxy with determinant
detgxy.12(324U3)/(24U25U4212U3W112U2W2) we recover the picture given in Fig. 2 i
Ref. 9:U varies within a finite interval, whereasW varies from 0 tò at U50 and is cutoff by the
curvesU5W andT2W21/2U for positiveW:

0,U,S 3

4D 1/3

, U,W,
32U3

3U2 . ~13!

The stabilization equations~5! are a system of quadratic equations for the rescaled scalah̃I

5a(y)hI
ªŨ,T̃,W̃. For our model they are solved following Ref. 9 by21

Ũ5Aa2Aa22b, T̃5
HT

Ũ
, W̃5

1

2
Ũ2

HW

2Ũ
, ~14!

where

a5 1
4 ~HU1 1

2 HW!, b5 1
8 ~HT

22HW
2 !. ~15!

One needs to impose that the scalars are real and inside the Ka¨hler cone. Therefore the harmon
functions are subject to the inequalities

2
3 HU>HT>2HW> 2

9 ~HU2AHU
2 2 9

4 HT
2!, ~16!

which are mutually consistent. The boundaryT5W1U/2 corresponds to 2HU53HT , whereas
the boundaryW5U corresponds to2HW52/9(HU2AHU

2 29/4HT
2) and the boundaryU50

corresponds toHT52HW . We would like to mention that the second branch of the attra
equations found in Ref. 11 does not describe a solution inside the Ka¨hler cone, as can be verifie
by a full analysis of the constraints.

Let us show that for generic values of the parameters of the harmonic functions the co
of the modulush2 is taking place at the pointuycu which is at a finite distance from the space–tim
singularity.

First of all we have to find out under which conditions space–time curvature can div
Looking at the formula~9! for the Ricci scalar we find that this happens if eithera50 or one of
its derivatives diverges.22 The same is true for the components of the Ricci tensor and of
Riemann tensor, which we did not display explicitly. The only point within the extended Ka¨hler
cone wherea vanishes isU5W50, T5`. At this point the moduli space metric is infinite
Divergences in the derivatives ofa occur when eithera5Aa22b or a25b. The first case
corresponds toU50, which is a boundary of the Ka¨hler cone on which the moduli space metr
diverges. This includes the point wherea50 as a subcase. Thus on the boundaryU50 one finds
the expected coincidence of space–time singularities with moduli space singularities. Th
kind of space–time singularities which need to concern us here are the ones related toa25b.

The equationa25b has no solutions if 9HT
2,4HU

2 which corresponds toT.W11/2U.
Therefore no space–time singularity can occur as long as the moduli are inside the Ka¨hler cone.
If 9HT

2.4HU
2 , thena25b has two solutions,HW522/9(HU6A8A9/4HT

22HU
2 ). Thus the ge-

neric situation is that onefirst crosses the enhancement boundaryT5W11/2U andthenruns into
a space–time singularity at a finite distance. If 9HT

254HU
2 , which is precisely true on the en

hancement boundary, thena25b has one solution given by 2HU19HW50. Thus the only pos-
sibility for the space–time singularity to coincide with the boundary of moduli space is whe
parameters are fine tuned such that 2HU(yc)53HT(yc)529HW(yc). The corresponding point in
moduli space is the intersection point of the enhancement boundaryT5W11/2U with the flop
boundaryU5W. At this point the metric on moduli space is degenerate, which nicely fits with
observation that a singularity in moduli space generically induces a singularity in space–ti
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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The coordinatesW, T, Ucover both regions of model III and II and allow us to analyze
flop transition in the framework of special geometry, as shown in Ref. 9. It is also interesti
use the description of the region III inSTUparametrization. In this parametrization we can a
show that the singularities of the space–time and CY space are at finite distance and we w
a numerical example. Moreover, the interpretation of the enhanc¸on-type physics in terms o
T-duality is manifest.

After the substitutionW5S821/2(T82U8), T5S811/2T8, andU5U8, the region III pre-
potential takes the form

V5S8T8U81 1
3 U83. ~17!

The original CY Kähler moduli are now related to the heterotic string variables as follows:

h15U8, h25T82U8, h35S82 1
2~T81U8!. ~18!

The solution in these variables is23

Ũ85
1

2
AHU8 2A~HU8 !224HS8HT8 , T̃85

HS8

2Ũ8
, S̃85

HT8

2U8
. ~19!

Note that the harmonic functions are now associated with the primed variables. The bounda
region III are

U.0⇔U8.0,

W.U⇔S8. 1
2 ~T81U8!, ~20!

T.W1
U

2
⇔T8.U8.

For convenience we drop the primes on moduli and harmonic functions in the rest of the a
denoting moduli simply byS, T, U. One should keep in mind that theT-variables in both param
etrizations are different!

Let us look at the moduli space metric. We solve the hypersurface equationV5STU
11/3U351 for S:S5(32U3)/3TU. The determinant of the vector kinetic matrix is detGIJ.1
24/3U3. Thus 0<U<(3/4)1/3 as expected, because theU variable is the same in theTUW and
STUparametrization. The determinant of the scalar kinetic term is

detgxy.
324U3

T2U2 , ~21!

implying 0,U,(3/4)1/3 andTÞ0. SinceT is positive for our CY moduli space, the moduli spa
metric is regular for

0,U,~ 3
4!

1/3 and 0,T. ~22!

In particular, it becomes singular onU50, which is a boundary from the CY point of view
~tensionless strings!. On the boundaryU5T ~symmetry enhancement! it is regular, as long asU
takes allowed values. The third boundary~flop! is given by

S~T,U !5 1
2 ~T1U !, ~23!
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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which can be solved forT asT(U)521/2U1()/6U)A24U25U4. Note thatT(U) is positive
for all 0,U,(3/4)1/3. Therefore the moduli space metric is regular along the flop line. The re
of the ‘‘inner’’ and ‘‘outer’’ roots in ~19! imposes

HU
2 .4HSHT.0. ~24!

A further look at~19! and~20! tells us that the harmonic functionsHS ,HT ,HU have to be positive.
When combining this with~24! then all expressions are real andU.0. The other boundaries ar
T>U andS>1/2(T1U). The conditionT>U takes a very simple form,

HU>HS1HT , ~25!

which is compatible with~24!. We are interested in the limitHU→HS1HT . We still have to
implement the constraint thath3 is positive, which in these variables isS.1/2(T1U). We will
impose the stronger constraintS.T which yields a simpler constraint on the harmonic functio
and has the additional advantage to guarantee that our solution is also inside the Ka¨hler cones of
the relatedF0 andF2 models. For these models the prepotential likewise can be brought t
form ~17!. However, the boundaries of the Ka¨hler cones are different. For theF2 model the Ka¨hler
cone is defined byS.T.U.0, whereas for theF0 model one hasS,T.U.0. Note that all
models share theU5T boundary, though the other boundaries are different. Moreover, w
imposing the strongest constraintS.T.U.0 we can discuss the limitT2U→0 for all three
models simultaneously. NowS.T simply implies

HT.HS . ~26!

The constraints we found are compatible: evaluating~24!, when ~26! is saturated, gives (HT

2HS)2>0. Thus the boundaryU5T requires thatHU5HS1HT . This defines its position as

uycu5
cU2cT2cS

dU2dT2dS
. ~27!

A closer inspection of the analytic form of the Ricci scalarR and of the functiona and its
space–time derivatives shows that curvature singularity precisely occurs whenHU

2 54HSHT .
Given the inequalities~24!–~26! we see that this can never happen inside the Ka¨hler cone. More-
over, the generic situation is that the space–time singularity is encountered after crossingT
5U boundary. The only possibility to have the space–time singularity coincide with the boun
of moduli space is to fine tune the parameters such thatHT(yc)5HS(yc) coincides with
HU

2 (ys)54HT(ys)HU(ys) at y5ys5yc . At such a point one hasS5T5U or HU
2 (yc)

54HS
2(yc)54HT

2(yc). In terms of the parameters in the harmonic function this means that
must arrange (cU2cT2cS)/(dU2dT2dS)5(cT2cS)/(dT2dS)⇔uycu5uysu. Generically this
condition is not satisfied and thereforeuycu,uysu.

Now we can set up an example of a solution running into the enhancement boundary. W
care of the constraintHT.HS by settingHT52HS . It will turn out that this will lead to relatively
simple analytic expressions. Note that this choice implies that at the enhancement boundU
5T one hasS52U or in terms ofhI : at h250 one hash15h3, ~see Fig. 2!.

The harmonic functions take the formHI5cI2dI uyu dictated by the presence of two space
time boundaries. The constantscI define the initial condition on the first space–time bound
whereas the slopesdI determine how the solution flows through moduli space. ThecI are unde-
termined integration constants, which are only restricted by the fact that all scalars sho
inside the Ka¨hler cone aty50 and by the conventional normalizationa51 that we impose on the
metric aty50. On the other hand, thedI are, in the context of a Calabi–Yau compactification w
flux, determined by the sources of flux put on the boundaries.4,15 We will choose some values fo
dI to simplify the calculations and not try to connect these values to particular sources of fl
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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since we have shown that the picture is generic. It will not change when taking different slop
long as the solution runs into the enhancement boundary without reaching any other boun
moduli space first.

Now we choose initial data. We havecT52cS and have to imposecU.cT1cS53cS . For
definiteness we takecU54cS . ThencS is fixed by the normalization conditiona(0)51. This can
be solved exactly with the result

cS5S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

. ~28!

Now we have to set the slope. We already decided to takedT52dS . Then the boundaryT5U is
reached once the inequality

uyu<uyeu5
CU2cT2cS

dU2dT2dS
5

cS

dU23dS
~29!

is saturated. We are free to choosedU.3dS . For definiteness we takedU510 anddS51. The
analytical value ofuyeu is

uyeu5
1

7 S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

.0.145 118. ~30!

Thena(uyu) is well behaved for 0<uyu<uyeu. However,a3 becomes complex and the scal
curvatureR becomes infinite for someuysu.uyeu. Looking at the explicit analytic expressions fo
a andR one sees that this happens, independently of our concrete choice of parameters, b
AHU

2 24HSHT vanishes and then becomes complex.
In our concrete numerical example the equationHU

2 24HSHT50 has two roots, the relevan
being

uysu5
1

23
X8S 45

49
1

9

49&
D C1/3

23&S 45

49
1

9

49&
D 1/3

.0.165 949, ~31!

such that indeeduysu.uyeu. As we explained earlier, this holds generically for solutions runn
into the direction of the enhancement boundary.Whenever the solution runs into the speci
boundary of moduli space, where gauge symmetry is enhanced, then it reaches this bo
before the space–time curvature becomes infinite. This is an example where a moduli s
boundary shields a space–time singularity.

FIG. 1. The functiona(y) for 0<y<0.17.
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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The analytical values ofa, R at uyeu in the example are

a~ u ỹu!5X3
7 S 45

49
1

9

49&
D C1/6

and R~ u ỹu!5
7

3 S 7

3D 1/3

. ~32!

The analytical expressions ofa, R at uysu for our example are complicated and therefore we
not display them. It is, however, instructive to plot various quantities for our specific se
parameters.

We display the metrica in Fig. 1, the modulih1, h2, h3 which solve the generalized attracto
equation in Fig. 2, and the space–time curvatureR in Fig. 3 for 0<y<0.17. Clearly, the cycleh2

collapses atuycu5uyeu.0.145 118... . At this point the space–time is perfectly regular! Fur
down atuysu.0.165 949..., where the cycleh2.20.2527... is already negative, i.e., unphysic
the space–time has a naked singularity.All this follows from the solution of the Einstein equatio
in the bulk under the condition that we have not yet put the second wall at someu ỹu.

Note that the GST and HW models show the same qualitative behavior. This is as ex
because the singular behavior is due to singularities in the functiona and its derivatives.

From the point of view of supergravity nothing special happens along the lineT5U in the
scalar manifold. A negative value of the scalar fieldh25T2U is as good as a positive one sinc
the metric on the moduli space ath250 is regular and there is no reason to considerT5U as a
boundary. According to supergravity one can continue the solution to negativeT2U and finally

FIG. 2. The Kähler moduli h1(y) ~dashed line!, h2(y) ~thick line!, and h3(y) ~thin line! for 0<y<0.17. At y5yc

>0.145 118 the four-cycle associated toh2 has collapsed. Note that this happens before the space–time singularity o
at y5ys>0.165 949.

FIG. 3. The Ricci scalarR(y) for 0<y<0.17. The thick line refers to the GST model, the thin line to the HW model
both cases the Ricci scalar diverges aty5ys>0.165 949.
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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one encounters a space–time singularity atuyu5uysu. In order to avoid the singularity one has
put the second brane at some placeu ỹu,uysu, but there is no distinguished choice of suchu ỹu, nor
a physical mechanism which excises the singularity. Since our solution is supersymmetric,
zero energy, as shown in Ref. 2, independently of the position of the second brane.

This is different in M/string theory. In M-theory compactified on CY three-foldsh2 must be
positive as a volume of the cycle.T5U is a line of SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement andT
2U is the associated Higgs field. Therefore the moduli space ends atT5U, and negative values
of T2U are related to positive values by the action of the generator of the Weyl group of S~2!,
which is isomorphic toZ2 . This takes a particularly familiar form when using the dual hetero
description, whereRªAT/U is the radius of the sixth dimension. Therefore the Weyl twist act
T-duality R→1/R and SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement occurs at the self-dual radiuR
51.24,25 Since the gauge symmetry enhancement happens atye,ys it does not make sense t
naively continue toy.ye and in this way the singularity is excised. Moreover, it may be natu
to put the second brane precisely at the enhanc¸on pointy5ye , defined by the equation

R~ye!51, R2~y![
T~y!

U~y!
5

h11h2

h1 . ~33!

In this case theZ2 orbifold symmetry is acting ony and the Weyl twist/T-duality transformatio
is acting on the moduli coincide. By putting the second wall at the enhanc¸on point y5ye we
enforce the physics to depend onuT2Uu. When putting the second wall at a different place
would break T-duality spontaneously.

So far we have worked with the prepotentialSTU11/3U3 valid inside the Ka¨hler cone. We
found that both the resulting theory and the domain wall solutions were regular atT5U. How-
ever, we had to stop there because we reached a boundary and new physics occurred. On
capture this new physics is to use theT↔U symmetric form of the prepotential that was found
Ref. 26 in the context of heterotic string theory onK33S1:

V5STU1 1
3 U3u~T2U !1 1

3 T3u~U2T!. ~34!

This is now valid for both positive and negativeT2U. The build-inT↔U symmetry reflects tha
negativeT2U is related to positiveT2U by a large gauge transformation. The resulting disc
tinuities are consequences of the SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement and reflect the presen
extra massless states atT5U. They are analogs of the logarithmic branch cuts one encounte
four dimensions.26,27

Earlier we mentioned that it may be natural to put the second wall at the enhanc¸on locus so
that u ỹu5uyeu. We can use the heterotic prepotential~34! to give an additional argument for this
Namely, the presence of the discontinuities in the prepotential automatically causes ad-function
singularity in the space–time geometry of a domain wall which tries to cross the boundT
5U. Therefore the enhanc¸on itself acts like a source. Note that this kink singularity is differe
from the naked singularities of the supergravity solution that we want to excise.

To see this explicitly we first recall that singularities of the Ricci scalar come from singu
ties of a9, where8 is the derivative with respect toy anda(y)5(V„h̃(y)…)1/3. Singularities ina9
can therefore descend from theu-functions which are present in~34! through application of the
chain rule. To work this out we need to be more precise about howV behaves as a function o
T̃2Ũ. Despite the presence of theu-functions,V itself is actually continuous, but its derivativ
with respect toT̃2Ũ has a finite jump atT̃5Ũ. Consequently the second derivative gives
d-function: ]2V/](T̃2Ũ)](T̃2Ũ)52„(T̃1Ũ)/2…2d(T̃2Ũ)1finite. This contributes toa9:a9

51/3V(h̃)22/3V91finite.@]2V/](T̃2Ũ)](T̃2Ũ)#@(T̃2Ũ)8#21finite, where we dropped terms
both additive and multiplicative, that stay finite forT̃5Ũ. SinceT̃2Ũ hasy5ye as its only zero
we find
04 Jan 2006 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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a9;2S T̃1Ũ

2
D 2

~ T̃2Ũ !8d~y2ye!. ~35!

This would justify our assertion that it is natural to put the second wall at the enhancement
so thatu ỹu5uyeu. Any other position will break the T-duality symmetry.

By five-dimensional heterotic–M-theory duality we expect that the physics of SU~2! enhance-
ment can be equivalently described in the M-theory language. In the context of Calabi
compactifications SU~2! gauge symmetry enhancement~with g>0 additional hypermultiplets!
occurs when a divisor collapses into a~genusg! curve ofA1 singularities. In our case we know
from the heterotic analysis that this curve must have genus 0. The Weyl groupZ2 is encoded in the
geometry through the local form of theA1 singularity,C2/Z2 . It seems that the Weyl reflection
relating positive to negativeT2U in the heterotic language correspond to the ‘‘elementary tra
formations’’ discussed in Ref. 28. The extension of the range of moduli as done in~34! presum-
ably corresponds to the procedure of gluing in a reflected Ka¨hler cone at the enhancement boun
ary, which is described in Ref. 28.

In this article we have shown that there is a stringy mechanism which in certain cases e
space–time singularities which plague supergravity solutions. The mechanism is based on
that the stringy moduli space has a boundary on which the moduli space metric is finite. W
this boundary does not have a particular meaning in supergravity, so that solutions can b
tinued beyond until a space-time singularity occurs, one encounters new physics at the bo
in string theory, which makes the space–time singularity unphysical.

This observation leads to a variety of new issues which have to be addressed in the
Most importantly one would like to understand in detail how the new M/string theory phy
modifies space–time geometry and excises the singularity. Since SU~2! gauge symmetry enhance
ment occurs at the boundary, the situation resembles the enhanc¸on geometry12 and it would be
interesting to explore how far this parallel goes. There are some further facts which mig
relevant. In particular at the boundary the tensionless magnetic strings are present in add
charged massless gauge bosons: it was shown in Ref. 9 that the magnetic string states with
6(1,22,1) have a vanishing tension. Also one should take into account that the five-dimen
prepotential is purely cubic for five noncompact dimensions. However, in our domain wall
the fifth dimension is compact and subject to an orbifold projection which reduces the num
unbroken supersymmetries. Thus the new stringy physics at the boundary might be more c
and more interesting than naively expected.

We are very grateful to I. Antoniadis, S. Dimopoulos, S. Kachru, A. Linde, E. Silverstein
Susskind, and N. Toumbas for useful discussions. T.M. would like to thank Y. Zunger for he
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